Abstract. The traditional encryption technology mainly relies on computer or digital signal processor and other electronic devices to achieve, so the speed and cost were restricted. As a result, people began to study more secure and efficient quantum image encryption technology. In this paper, a new method of quantum image encryption based on Arnold transform and hyperchaotic system is proposed. The encryption process of this paper consists of two phases: scrambling encryption stage and gray scale encryption stage. In this paper, a quantum image encryption algorithm based on hyperchaotic system is adopted in the gray scale encryption stage. The hyperchaotic system is used to generate hyperchaotic sequences, which are used to control non-operation. Theoretical analysis and classical numerical simulation show that this new method of quantum image encryption based on Arnold transform and hyperchaotic system has good security and anti -attack.
Introduction
The image as a special information carrier is widely used, image encryption technology has become a hot topic of concern. The traditional encryption technology mainly relies on computer or digital signal processor and other electronic devices to achieve, so the speed and cost were restricted. As a result, people began to study more secure and efficient quantum image encryption technology. Quantum image encryption technology compared with the traditional encryption technology has a large capacity, high processing speed, high parallelism and other advantages [13] . Thus, it is becoming a popular international research direction in recent years. At present, many image encryption algorithms have been proposed and implemented. The international standard of the encryption algorithm not only apply to the part of the compression algorithm, but also can be applied to the displacement and scrambling. Cellular automata image encryption system meet the replacements and scrambling properties [11] . In order to reduce the correlation between pixels, Arnold transformation because of its good displacement characteristics are widely used in various kinds of image encryption algorithm. Guo proposed discrete random variation and Arnold transform of the image encryption algorithm in IHS color space [1] . However, these algorithms have a weakness, that is the number of iterations Arnold algorithm is very limited. In addition, many encryption algorithms based on chaotic systems have been proposed. Fridrich image encryption algorithm based on chaotic system was put forward for the first time, this algorithm can effectively achieve the cryptosystem confusion and diffusion, and has a good safety performance [2] . Wang and Guo use a series of pseudo random number generated by Logistic mapping and the pseudo random number of a two-dimensional array, by using the array replacement plaintext image left half pixel values, and then through the left half of the cipher image encryption right half clear image [4] . Tang proposed a good encryption algorithm: the clear image is divided into several overlapping image blocks, scrambling the image block. The initial scrambling image is Arnold transform by using chaotic mapping matrix of pseudo random number, the last of the corresponding portions of each image block and the matrix for XOR operation to get the final encrypted image [5] . Norouzi B etc presents a new image encryption scheme based on hyperchaos system, the scheme using two hyperchaos system generate pseudo random key to increased security and sensitivity of the key [3] . With the development of quantum computing, the classic image encryption also extends to the quantum field. Tajima et al.
proposed an algorithm for information encryption using the physical process of quantum chaos [6] , Akhshani et al. proposed an image encryption method based on nonlinear equations of quantum chaotic system for the first time [7] . In 2013, Luo Yuling et al. proposed an adaptive image encryption scheme combined with scrambling and diffusion based on quantum logistic chaos and discrete wavelet transform. In 2014, Wang Xin et al. proposed a new quantum image encryption scheme based on quantum wavelet transform and double diffusion operation, in the scheme, the Logistic chaotic map is used to generate the encryption key. In 2016, Zhou proposed Quantum Image Encryption Algorithm Based on Quantum Image XOR Operations, its general process is roughly to use a quantum image representation method to prepare the classical image into a quantum image firstly, and then use the chaotic system to generate the chaotic sequence as the stream cipher of image encryption, and then do XOR operation for the stream cipher and the quantum image to generate Image after encrypting. Quantum chaotic mapping is often used as a pseudo-random number generator to improve the security of the encryption algorithm because of its good random characteristics. Statistical analysis and information entropy testing have proved that quantum chaotic mapping has very good randomness and aperiodicity. The hyperchaotic system has more complex nonlinear dynamic properties than chaotic systems.
In this paper, a new method of quantum image encryption based on Arnold transform and hyperchaotic system is proposed. As a classic algorithm, Arnold transformation has its own unique advantages in many ways, but it has an obvious flaw that is cyclical. In order to take advantage of its advantages and avoid defects, image encryption is combined with the Chen hyperchaotic system. Hyperchaotic systems have excellent characteristics such as initial value sensitivity, state traversal, mixed and similar randomness [12] . The encryption process of this paper consists of two phases: scrambling encryption stage and gray scale encryption stage. In the scrambling stage, the size of all pixel values does not change, only the space positions of image pixel are confused. In this paper, the scrambling and encryption phase is realized by generalized Arnold transform. The grayscale encryption phase encrypts the image by changing the pixel values of the image. In this paper, a quantum image encryption algorithm based on hyperchaotic system is adopted in the gray scale encryption stage. The hyperchaotic system is used to generate hyperchaotic sequences, which are used to control non-operation. And then use Control the non-operation to achieve the XOR operation of quantum images, and then complete the quantum image encryption. Theoretical analysis and classical numerical simulation show that this new method of quantum image encryption based on Arnold transform and hyperchaotic system has good security and anti -attack.
The general structure of this paper:1. introduce the operation process of quantum image encryption based on generalized Arnold transform and hyperchaos system; 2. analyze and evaluate the experiment; 3. sum up the thesis of this paper.
Quantum Image Encryption Operations Based on Generalized Arnold Transform and Hyperchaos System
The quantum image encryption process proposed in this paper can be divided into two steps: (1) the location information of the image is upset by Arnold transform; (2) the gray information of the image is encrypted by Chen hyperchaos system. Thus, double encryption of the position and the gray value of the quantum image is realized.
Upsetting Operations
The quantum image representation method used in this paper is NEQR, and the expression of the image is: In formula,
Among them, A represents the quantum generalized Arnold transform for M , and 1 Q represents the image after one time quantum generalized Arnold transform.
Encrypt Quantum Image Gray Information
We use hyperchaotic system to encryption the gray information of quantum image is to apply the XOR operation to the generated random sequences and gray value, so it is divided into the following three steps: the first step, transfer the four chaotic sequence into a sequence of integers range consistent with quantum image gray value; the second step, the corresponding key sequence is generated by the integer sequence of the transformation; the third step, the secret key sequence is combined with the gray value of the corresponding position to perform XOR operation to produce the final encrypted image.
Step1: Converting the four hyperchaotic sequences into corresponding integer sequences, the process is as follows, where fix (x) represent four to five operations on the X. 
The scrambled gray information of each position of the quantum image performs the XOR operation, using control gate to realize quantum XOR operation.
B YX is used to implement XOR operations on specific locations of images. 
Performance Analysis
There are lots of kinds methods of performance made on Image encryption algorithm, which includes Histogram analysis method, correlation analysis method, Key space analysis methods information Entropy test method and operating speed test methods and so on. In this paper, we use the original image Peppers of which the pixel size is 512*512 as a test picture, as Fig. 1 (a) . And now we will use three methods to analyze the encryption algorithm mentioned above, such as Histogram analysis method, correlation analysis and information Entropy test method. Because of the limited environment, we only use Computer simulations based on MATLAB for the numerical simulation test. According to the broad definition about Arnold transformation, the cycle depends on the size of images. Therefore, we offer the image with 512*512 PXs for the test mentioned above. Based on such pixel size, the cycle is T=384 [14] . In the simulation, we set parameters as the fallowing formula, such as t=600, m=300 and k=45. The initial condition of hyper-chaotic is sought as 1 , 253
. And the cipher-image likes Fig. 1 (b) , in which we can't get any useful information. Fig. 1 (a) The plaintext image of peppers; (b)Ciphertext image
Histogram Analysis
The Fig. 2 shows the Peppers original image and the gray scale histogram (VGH) of the encrypted image. We can draw a conclusion from the distribution of the histogram that the VGH of the encrypted image has come very close to an ideal uniform distribution. As a result, the algorithm can protect the information in encrypted images' VGH from being stolen by illegal message receivers, which avoids the useful information being decoded effectively. 
Correlation Analysis
The correlation between two adjacent pixels of the plain image is generally very close to 1, however, a valid encryption algorithm should ensure that the correlation between two adjacent pixels of the encrypted image is close to 0. In order to analyze and discuss the correlation between adjacent pixels of the encryption algorithm, respectively, this paper calculated the correlation coefficients of adjacent pixels in the horizontal, the vertical and diagonal directions of original image and encrypted image, the calculation results are shown in Table 1 . Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the distribution of correlation between adjacent pixels of the plaintext image Peppers and encrypted image in horizontal, vertical, diagonal direction. We can see that each pixel of plaintext image has a strong correlation in adjacent direction, but each pixel of plaintext image has a weak correlation in adjacent direction from the figure and table. This indicates that the useful information of encrypted image is well hidden, and the algorithm can weaken the correlation effect of adjacent pixels in plaintext image well. So attackers cannot attack by using the correlation. 
Entropy of Information Test
Entropy of information can be used to express the uncertainty of image information. If the gray value distribution of the image is more uniform, then the entropy value is greater. The entropy of the original image and the ciphertext image is given in Table 2 . From the data in the table, we can know that the information entropy of the ciphertext image is very close to the ideal value. Therefore, the encryption algorithm can resist the information entropy attack and has very good security. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we first use the quantum generalized Arnold transform to scramble the position information of the quantum image. The parameter of the Arnold transform coefficient matrix is used as the key to expand the key space, which makes the replacement effect more obvious. Then, we construct the XOR operation of quantum image, modify the pixel value of the image by using hyperchaotic chaotic sequence of Chen hyperchaotic system to achieve the effect of image scrambling, and eliminate the periodic effect caused by Arnold transform. The initial value of Chen hyperchaotic system as a key to the encryption algorithm has a very large key space, can resist strong attack. Experiments show that the encryption algorithm has a high security and strong anti-attack capability.
In a word, the fusion of classical and Quantum image encryption algorithm makes image encryption performance beyond the classical image encryption. And it has the security of classical information theory and the security of quantum information theory, increasing the anti-attack capacity and security of the encryption system. 
